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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Low graduation rates UKNI (Indonesian nurses Competency Test) encourages nursing
students for their innovative teaching model. MDR learning methods (Mind mapping, discussion and role
play) is a new teaching method and innovative that can improve student understanding. The purpose of
this study was to determine the effect of learning the MDR model towards the understanding of the
students in the subject of community nursing. Methods: This study uses a pre-experiment approach prepost test. Sample of this study was 50 7th-semester student. All students who followed the MDR learning
model were given practice questions then followed this learning model and measured again using practice
questions. Results: Analysis of data using statistical test paired t-test. Distribution of respondents by sex
is 15 people (30 %) men and 35 (70%) of women. Average male student GPA was 3.1, average female
student GPA was 3.3. Conclusions: The results show that there are differences in the pre and post (mean
= 35.46). Learning MDR Model improves critical thinking, motivation and makes learning fun.
Keywords : Mind Mapping, Nursing, Education, Discussion, Role Playing
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enhancement processes and practices of learning
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Table 1 Distribution of respondents by sex and GPA on students in STIKES Qamarul Huda
Lombok, 25-31 July 2017
n = 50 (100%)

Characteristics of gender
Male
Female
GPA Characteristics
Gender
Men
Women

f%
30%
70%

15
35
Mean
3.1
3.3

Max
3.4
3.7

Min
2.9
2.9

Table 2 Analysis of the learning achievement students in STIKES Qamarul Huda Lombok, 2531 July 2017
Group
Intervention

Pre Mean
value
31

Mean value
post
35

Value Max
pre
47

Post Max
value
57

Min value
pre
17

Min value
post
17

Table 3 Analysis of the influence MDR towards the learning achievement students in STIKES
Qamarul Huda Lombok, 25-31 July 2017
Value of learning outcomes
Pre
Post

Mean
31.04
35.46

Std Deviation
7.61
1.08

P Value
0.00

discussed. In the final stage of the topics in the

35. The maximum value of the pre-test is 47 and

role play.

the minimum value of post-test is 17.

Distribution of respondents by sex is 15

Based on table 3 p value is 0.00, meaning that

people (30 %) men and 35 (70%) of women.

there is MDR influence on student learning

Table 1 describes the characteristics based on

outcomes. Based on the value, H0 is rejected.

GPA. Average male student GPA is 3.1. The
DISCUSSION
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changed before and after a given learning model
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MDR.

the lowest 2.9.
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Table 2 explains value of student

new teaching methods and innovative that can

learning outcomes STIKES Qamarul Huda. The
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mean value of the pre-test and post-test by 31 by

incorporation of mind mapping learning method,
discussion, and role-playing. Stages of this
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method are: 1) To provide the material to the
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students that will be created mind mapping 2) At

discussion (Suryaman, 2013).
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teaching methods better than Shiva who follow
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learning conventional methods. In the process of

individuals, which is interpreted in the diagram,

teaching and learning activities, the use of mind

it can also improve critical thinking skills.

mapping methods involve both hemispheres,
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be used to evaluate the ability of nursing

positive), which can make the students happy

students to think critically in the clinic (George,

while learning because it involves the right

Geethakrishnan, & D’Souza, 2014).
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great power that makes the learning process

the preparations to support the discussion. 3)

much more effective and can create a strong

Provide a briefing before being implemented

memory, students can more easily enter, store

discussion. 4) Conducting discussions on main

and pull out the data from the brain, so that the

predefined rules. 5) Provide equal opportunity to

learning performance can be optimally achieved.

all participants to bring ideas and ideas. 6) The

Mind mapping method is used to assist

control subject to issues that are being discussed.

nursing students in the clinical assessment of

Discussion method is a method that is usually

patient care and to meet the standards of quality

used in adult learning, as they can participate

care in nursing practice (for example, the issue
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CONCLUSIONS
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